Embassy of India in Spain would like to inform the following:

- The expired/soon-to-be expired visas of Indian citizens, who cannot return to India due to the State of Alarm in Spain, shall be deemed to be extended.

- Applications for renewals of residence permits to be processed by the Foreigners' Offices may be submitted through the Mercurio platform. If the application cannot be submitted through this platform, it may be submitted through the common electronic Public Administration Registry, addressed to these offices.

- Those who returned to India with return authorizations (regresso), or whose authorizations expired during the State of Alarm in Spain, may return to Spain with the same return authorizations.

- Indians who do not have a return authorizations (regresso) and need a visa to enter Spain, must contact the corresponding Spanish Consular Offices.

* As per the clarification received from the Ministry of External Affairs, European Union and Cooperation of the Government of Spain.